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Recommendations for nomenclature in laboratory
robotics and automation (IUPAC Recommendations
1994)
Synopsis

These recommended terms have been prepared to help provide a uniform approach to terminology
and notation in laboratory automation and robotics. Since the terminology used in laboratory
automationand robotics has been derived from diverse backgrounds, it is often vague, imprecise,
and in some cases, in conflict with classical automation and robotic nomenclature.
These definitions have been assembled from standards, monographs, dictionaries,journal articles,
and documents of international organizationsemphasizing laboratory and industrial automation
and robotics. When appropriate, definitionshave been taken direct1 from the original source and
identified with that source. However, in some cases no acceptable efinition could be found and a
new definition was prepared to define the object, term, or action. Attention has been given to
defining specific robot types, coordinate systems, parameters, attributes, communication protocols
and associated workstations and hardware. Diagrams are included to illustrate specific concepts
that can best be understood by visualization.

B

It is hoped that these assembled definitions will be useful for the practitioners of laboratory
automation and robotics.
INTRODUCTION

Commercial laboratory robots were first introduced at the 1982 Pittsburgh Conference, although
pick-and-place robots had been used previously. Although laboratory automation efforts have
been developing in various ways for many years, it was the introduction and implementation of
robotics to the chemical laboratory that focused the effort and provided a reference point.
Laboratory robotics is not an outgrowth of classical industrial robotics (manufacturing robotics).
Developed independently, it is oriented more toward the chemical process rather than centered
around robotic hardware development. However, much of the technology that has been developed
and tested for industrial automation is finding application in laboratory robotics. In some cases,
classical terms have been applied to laboratory robotics and laboratory automation efforts. Terms
have also developed to describe devices and processes unique to laboratory automation.
Therefore, laboratory robotics and automation has unique terms as well as terms shared with
classical robotics and automation.
As with most scientific endeavors, many standards are relied upon to accomplish instrumental
harmony of the laboratory automation system. Many of these terms, standards, and protocols are
provided as a reference for chemical laboratory automation efforts.

This assembly of terms was compiled from recent laboratory automation and robotic references
and classical compilations.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Absolute Accuracy (in Robotics)
The difference in position between a point called for by a robot's control system and the point
actually achieved by the robot. The tolerance in each coordinate in reaching any given point in
space. (2)
Absolute Location
A location in the robot's work envelope defined by specific coordinates. See also Relative
Location.
Acceleration
Rate of change of the velocity at the point under consideration per unit of time. (21)
Accuracy (in Robotics)
The degree to which actual position corresponds to desired or commanded position; the degree of
freedom from error. Accuracy involves the capability to hit the mark, or reach the point in space,
or get the correct answer; repeatability is the ability to duplicate an action or a result every time.
Accuracy of a robot is achieved (or lost) by three elements of the system: the resolution of the
control system, the inaccuracies or imprecision of the mechanical linkages and gears and beam
deflections under different load conditions, and the minimum error that must be tolerated to
operate the arm under closed servoloop operation. Accuracy refers to the degree of closeness to a
"correct"value; precision refers to the degree of preciseness of a measurement. Frequently confused
with precision. (20)
Active Accommodation
Integration of sensors, control, and robot motion to achieve alteration of a robot's preprogrammed
motions in response to sensed forces. Used to stop a robot when forces reach set levels, or to
perform force feedback tasks like insertions, door opening and edge tracing. (5)
Actuator
1. A power mechanism used to effect motion of the robot. (39)
2. A motor or transducer that converts electrical, hydraulic, or pneumatic energy into motion.
Adaptive Control
A control algorithm or technique in which the controller can change its control parameters and
performance characteristics in response to its environment and experience. (Modified from
reference 5)
Algorithm
A prescribed set of well-defined rules, processes, mathematical equations, or programmed
sequence of instructions for the solution of a problem in a finite number of steps.
Analog
The representation of a smoothly changing physical variable by another physical variable. In data
transmission, the term is used in contrast to digital. In this context, analog transmission uses
amplifiers, required due to attenuation of the signal with distance, that magnify the incoming
signal. (Modified from reference 20)
Analog Data
Data represented by a physical quantity that is considered to be continuously variable and whose
magnitude is made directly proportional to the data or to a suitable function of the data. (32)
Analytical Automation Module see Module
Analytical Instrument
A device or combination of devices used to carry out an analytical process. (29)
Archive
The storage of information for future use. (1)
Ann
An interconnected set of links and powered joints comprising a manipulator that supports or
moves a wrist or end-effectw. (4)
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Articulated Structure
Set of links and joints that constitute the arm and the wrist. (39)
Articulation
The manner and actions of jointing in a robot. The greater the number, the easier it is for a robot to
move and attain any position. Types of articulations are fixed beam, linear joint, ball joint, round
joint, revolute or pin joint, and others. They vary in the number of degrees of freedom. (2)
Artificial Intelligence
The capability of a machine to perform human-like intelligence functions such as learning, adapting,
reasoning and self-correction. The main areas of application are currently in expert systems,
computer vision, natural language processing, robotics, and speech synthesis and recognition.
ASCII
Abbreviation for American Standard Code for Information Interchange. It is an eight-bit (7 bits
plus an optional parity bit) code for representing alphanumerics, punctuation, and certain special
characters for control purposes. (Modified from reference 5)
Automate
To replace human manipulative effort and faculties in the performance of a given process by
mechanical and instrumental devices which are regulated by feedback of information, so that the
apparatus is self-monitoring or self-adjusting. (36)
Automated Analytical System
A collection of analytical automation modules and modular analytical instruments configured to
automate a complete analysis, from sample input to information output. The analytical system
contains a user-interface to permit human interaction and may also have an archival module to
provide the audit trail. (Modified from reference 28)
Automatic End-Effector Exchanger
A coupling device between the mechanical interface of the robot and the end-effector enabling
automatic exchange of end-effectors. (39)
Automation
The use of combinations of mechanical and instmental devices to replace, refine, extend, or
supplement human effort and faculties in the performance of a given process, in which at least one
major operation is controlled, without human intervention, by a feedback system. (36)
Axis
A direction used to specify the robot motion in a linear or rotary mode. (39)
Balance Interface
The electronic hardware and control software necessary to utilize an electronic balance as an
automated workstation. (Modified from reference 1)
Bar Code
An identification symbol in which the symbol value is encoded in a sequence of high-contrast bars

and spaces. The relative widths of the bars and spaces contain the information. This machinereadable code, often on a label, is read (usually optically by a light pen or a laser scanner) into a
decoder which transmits the encoded information to some external device for display, storage, or
conditional processing.
Base (in Robotics)
The platform or structure to which is attached the origin of the first member of the articulated
structure. (21)
Base Coordinate System
A coordinate system referenced to the base of the robot. (21)
Base Mounting Surface
The connection surface between the robot and its periphery upon which is defined the base
coordinate system. (21)
Batch Processing
A technique in which a number of similar data or transactions are collected over a period of time
and aggregated (batched) for sequential processing as a group during a machine run. (20)
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Baud Rate
The measure of speed of signal transmission in data communications. The term baud refers to the
number of times the line condition changes state per second. It can be measured in signal events
(bits) per second. (Modified from reference 20)
Bit
Either of the digits 0 or 1when used in the pure binary numeration system. (42)

Branching
The function of a computer program that alters the logic path, depen ing on some detected
condition or data status. For example, the program would branch t a reorder routine when the
projected available went negative. (20)

?

Bug
A mistake, omission or error in a computer program usually leading to unexpected or undesired
actions or occurrences.
Bus
1. A facility for transferring data between several devices located between two end points, only
one device being able to transmit at a given moment. (34)
2. Conductor or group of conductors used to transmit signals or power. An information-coding
method for signals on a common data channel. (Modified from reference 2)
Byte
A string that consists of eight bits. (42)
CAALS-I Communication Specification
A standard specificationfor message interchange between modules and a controller that specifies
the communication protocol and message syntax, but not the semantics of the messages. (Modified
from reference 46)
Calibration
1. The correction of the deviation from a standard. (41)
2. To determine the deviation from a standard so as to ascertain the proper corrections. (41)
Capability Dataset
A collection of information describing the characteristics, capabilities, and idiosyncratic behaviors
of a module. This information may be static (e.g., default settings, software revision, device type,
etc.) or dynamic (e.g., date of last calibration, number of samples currently in queue, etc.).
(Modified from reference 45)
Capping Station
A laboratory workstation that is used to cap and uncap sample containers with a cap. (1)
Cartesian Coordinate Robot
A robot whose joints travel in right angle lines to each other. There are no radial motions. The
profile of its work envelope represents a rectangular shape. Also referred to as Gantry Robot.
(Modified from reference 5)

UJ

-

Cartesian or Rectangular Robot Gantry Robot
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Cartesian Coordinate System
A coordinate system with axes or dimensions that are intersecting and perpendicular (orthogonal).
The origin is the intersection of the three coordinates - x, y and z axes - that locate a point in space
and measure its distance from any of three intersecting coordinate planes. The coordinates are
used to identify points for the positioning of an end-effector. (2)

Indicated

Cartesian Coordinate System

Chemical Analysis System
A combination of laboratory modules that complete sample preparation, analysis, and evaluation
to provide chemical information. (Modified from reference 28)
Closed-Loop Control
Control achieved by feedback, i.e., by measuring the degree to which actual system response
conforms to desired system response and utilizing the difference to drive the system into
conformance. The measurement of the differencebetween what is achieved and what is asked for
is used to increase accuracy and reliability.
Command
An instruction to the robot's controller given in a language or form that the controller can
understand. (Modified from reference 1)
Command Pose
The pose specified by the task program.
Compliance
The flexible behavior of a robot or any associated tool in response to external forces exerted on it.
(39)
Computer Interface
An interconnectionwhich allows an electronic device to send data to or receive data from a
computer.
Computer Network
A network of data processing nodes that are interconnected for the purpose of data
communication. (35)
Concurrent Processing
The simultaneousprocessing of more than one program. (20)
Configuration
1. A set of joint displacements values, equal in number to the number of primary axes, that
completely determine the shape of the arm at any time. (39)
2. The arrangement of control and peripheral devices at a robotic site. The type of manipulator
being used in an application: Cartesian coordinate, cylindrical coordinate,jointed-arm, or spherical
coordinate. (2)
ConfirmationTechnique
A technique used in automation to verify that some event has or has not taken place. This usually
incorporates taking a preplanned corrective action if a problem has been sensed. This technique
may depend on the use of contact sensors, proximity sensors, external sensors, or other sensors.
Contact Sensor
A device capable of sensing mechanical contact. (5)
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Continuous Path Control
A control procedure whereby the user can impose to the robot the path to be followed between
commanded poses at a programmed velocity. (39)
Controlled-Path Robot
A robot whose path, contour, and/or speed are programmed. End points are programmed and the
computer automatically creates the robot's path. This robot is taught its motions according to
capabilities inherent in point-to-point and continuous-path systems: robot axes need not be
specified, while the desired contour, acceleration,and decelerationare automatically generated.
Special features of this kind of robot are path computations, programmable velocities, coordinated
axis motions, ability to make changes in end-effectorlength, use of multi-robots, mirror imaging,
and software editing and diagnosis. (Modified from reference 2)
Controller
An information processing device whose inputs are both desired and measured position, velocity

or other pertinent variables in a process and whose outputs are drive signals to a controlling motor
or actuator. (41)
Coordinated Axis Control
Control in which the axes of a robot arrive at their end points at the same time, thus giving a
smooth appearance to any motion. Control in which the motions of the axes are such that the end
point moves along a specific type of path or contour. (2)
Corrosion Resistant Robot
A robot that has been modified for use in mildly corrosive environments. Modification includes
replacement of exposed, corrosion susceptible parts with more corrosion resistant materials and
gas lines for purging the robot electronicsenclosures. (Modified from reference 1)
Crash
A breakdown resulting from software or hardware malfunction. (20)
Crimp Capping Station
An automated workstation used to crimp retaining caps onto glass vials such as those used in
chromatographicanalysis.
Cybernetics
The study of control and communicationin, and particularly between, humans and machines. A
human-machine cybernetic system is a functional synthesis of a human system and a technological
system or machine.
Cvcle
A'single execution of a complete set of moves and functions contained within a robot's program.
(41)

Cycle Time
Time required to perform the cycle. (39)
CylindricalRobot
A robot whose arm has at least one rotary and at least one prismatic joint and whose axes form a
cylindrical coordinate system. (39)

I

I

Cylindrical Robot and
Cylindrical Work Envelope
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Cylindrical Coordinate System
A coordinate system that defines the position of any point in terms of an angular dimension, a
radial dimension, and a height from a reference plane. These three dimensions specify a point in a
cylinder. (5)

Indicated

I

I
I

I
I
I

Origi

"'pa

,u

Cylindrical Coordinate System

Database
A comprehensive collection of interrelated information stored on some form of mass data storage
device. Generally consists of information organized into a number of fixed-format record types
with logical links between associated records. (Modified from reference 20)
Decomposition
In control hierarchy, the breakdown of higher-level tasks into sets of procedurally simpler ones.
These simpler tasks, in turn,become the goals of other tasks in a lower level of the control system.
In the architecture of a control system that is hierarchically arranged, each level of the control
receives inputs and produces outputs that, in their turn, become inputs to another level of control.
(2)
Degree of Freedom
One of the variables (maximum number of six) required to define the motion of a body in space.
(39)
Digital Control
Control involving digital logic devices that may or may not be complete digital computers. (5)
Digital Data
Data represented by digits, perhaps with special characters and the space character . (32)
Distal
Away from the base, toward the end-effector of the arm. (5)
DOF see Degree of Freedom
Drift (in Robotics)
The tendency of a system's response to gradually move away from the desired response with time.
(Modified from reference 5 )
Drive System
The source of the robot's locomotion, such as stepping motors, servomotors, pneumatic or
hydraulic power. (Modified from reference 1)
Dual Function Hand
An end-effector that combines the functions of multiple hands or end-effectors such as a general

purpose gripper and a liquid dispensing hand.
Duty Cycle
The fraction of time during which a device or system will be active, or at full power. (5)
Dynamic
A state in which an entity changes with time. (41)
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Echo Check
A method of checking the accuracy of transmission of data in which the received data are returned
to the transmitter for comparison with the original data. (Modified from reference 5)
Electronics Industries Association Recommended Standard see RS-232-C; 422; 423; 429
Encoder
A device that reads the position of a robot joint. Absolute encoders output a unique value for
every possible joint position. Incremental encoders output values that repeat periodically, and
require some additional calibration when the robot is started up. (Modified from reference 26)
End-Effector
A device specifically designed for attachment to the mechanical interface to enable the robot to
perform its task. (39)
End-Effector Identification
The means of identifying or selecting any end-effector from many end-effectors. Can be done
through the establishment of shape, weight, identity code, or other scheme. (Modified from
reference 2)
End Point (in Robotics)
The point at which robotic motion stops along the path of motion, curve, or arc. (2)
End Point Control
Any control scheme in which only the motion of the manipulator end point may be controlled and
the computer can control the actuators at the various degrees of freedom to achieve the desired
result. (5)
Envelope see Work Envelope
Error Control Procedures
Methods for detecting errors and recovering from those that occur in transmitting data. These
methods include parity checking, checksums, cyclic-redundancychecks, frame-sequence numbering,
and requests for re-transmission. (Modified from reference 2)
Error Monitoring
Softwareand hardware diagnostics for the handling of errors in the control system of a robot.
Checks are made of instruction executions, microprocessors, and memory contents. (2)
Error Recovery
Software used to overcome detected error conditions. This may include ways to correct the error
conditions, circumvent them, and (in the extreme) to systematicallyshut the system down until
human intervention occurs.
Expert System
A computer program, usually based on artificial intelligence techniques, that performs decision
functions that are similar to those of a human expert and, on demand, can justify to the user its
line of reasoning. Typical applications in the field of robotics are high-level robot programming,
planning and control of assembly, and processing and recovery of errors. (4)
Extension
A linear motion in the direction of travel of the sliding motion mechanism, or an equivalent linear
motion produced by two or more angular displacements of a linkage mechanism. (5)
External Sensor
A feedback device that is outside the inherent makeup of a robot system, or a device used to affect
the actions of a robot system that is used to source a signal independent of the robot's internal
design. (5)
Feedback (in Robotics)
A signal given by an output device (sensor) that is used to drive a control actuator. The part of a
closed-loop system that sends information about the state of the phenomena under study or being
monitored. The information can include data about a robot's position or speed, forces,
temperatures, and the locations of objects that are to be handled by an end-effector. Actual
performance can thus be compared with planned performance.
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Feedback Control
The use of feedback to control a robot's movements and the positioning of the end-effector.
Feedback Device
A device that senses the position of robotic joints and transmits the appropriate data, in either
analog or digital form. Such devices include switches, tachometers, encoders, and a host of other
sensors. (Modified from reference 2)
Feedback System
A combination of a sensing and a commanding device that can modify the performance of a given
act. (36)
Flexible Automation
Refers to the multitask capability of robots; multipurpose, adaptable, reprogrammable.
Footprint
The surface area required to mount a robot.
Fork
A mounted object with a triangular section removed to aid a robot in removing or dislodging
pipette tips, slip-on caps, and other pressure-fit devices.
Gantry Robot see Cartesian Coordinate Robot
GPIB see IEEE-488
Gripper
An end-effector designed for seizing and holding. (39)

Hand see End-Effector
Hardware
The mechanical, electrical and electronic, pneumatic, or - .ydraulic />vices that compose a
computer, controller, robot, workstation, instrument, or peripheral device.
Heuristic Problem Solving
In computer logic, the ability to plan and direct actions to steer toward higher-level goals. This is in
contrast to algorithmic problem solving. (Modified from reference 4)
Hierarchical Control
A distributed control technique in which the controlling processes are arranged in a hierarchy. (5)
Hierarchy
A relationship of elements in a structure divided into levels, with those at higher levels having
priority or precedence over those at lower levels. (5)
High-Level Language
Programming language that generates machine codes from problem or function oriented statements.
ALGOL, FORTRAN, PASCAL and BASIC are four commonly used high-level languages. A single
functional statement may translate into a series of instructions or subroutines in machine language,
in contrast to a low-level (assembly)language in which statements translate on a one-for-one basis.

(5)
Hydraulic Robot
Robots that make use of hydraulic servovalves. They are fast, have few moving parts, and can
position heavier loads than can pneumatically power robots. Mechanically simple, these robots
have an accuracy and reliability associated with electrically actuated robots. (2)
Hysteresis
The failure of a property that has been changed by an external agent to return to its original value
when the cause of the change is removed. (30)
IEEE-488
The official designation for the General Purpose Instrumentation Bus (GPIB) standard. A bitparallel, byte-serial bus with well defined control signals. First developed by Hewlett-Packard as
HP-IBand later adapted as IEEE-488 by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE). See also BUS, Definition 1.
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Instrument
A device used for observing, measuring, or communicating the state of a quality and which
replaces, refines, extends, or supplements human faculties. (36)
Interface (in Robotics)
Those connections of one system that are matched to another system that is distinctly different
because of the basic nature of each system. This may be due to the origin of design and
construction or due to the basic objectives of each system independently. A shared boundary
between system elements defined by common physical or logical interconnection characteristics,
signal characteristics, and meanings of interchanged signals. A boundary between the robot and
machines, transfer lines, or parts outside of its immediate environment. (20)

YO
Abbreviation for: input/output. (5)
IS0
Abbreviation for: International Organization for Standardization.
Joint
A connectionbetween parts or links in a robot that allow motion. The rotational or translational
degree of freedom in a robot. The part of a robot's arm that moves. Types of joints include sliding
(prismatic)and rotating (revolute).
Joint Coordinates
Robot coordinates that specify the position of each joint relative to its arbitrary origin. Prismatic
joint coordinates are measured in linear quantities such as centimeters or inches; revolute joint
coordinates are measured in angular quantities such as radians or degrees.
Joint Space
The space defined by a vector whose components are the angular or translational displacement of
each joint in a multi-degree of freedom linkage relative to a reference displacement for each such
joint. (5)
Jointed-ArmRobot
A robot whose arm consists of two links connected by "elbow"and "shoulder"joints to provide
three rotational motions. This robot most closely resembles the movement of the human arm. Also
referred to as a Revolute Robot or Anthropomorphic Robot. (Modified from reference 20)

Side view

Top view

Jointed-Arm Robot and
Irregular Work Envelope

Joystick
A manually controlled device whose variable position and orientation or applied forces are
measured and result in commands to the robot control system. (39)
Kinematics
The analysis of the geometry of robot motion with respect to a fixed reference coordinate frame as
a function of time, without regard to the forces and moments that cause the motion. It studies the
relations between the variable joint coordinates of the robot mechanism and the positions and
orientations of the end-effector. Robot kinematics usually contains two sub-problems: the forward
and inverse kinematics. The forward kinematics problem is to find the position and orientation of
the end-effector with regard to a fixed reference coordinate frame, given the joint coordinates of the
robot mechanism. The inverse kinematicsproblem is to find the appropriate joint coordinates for
the given position and orientation of the end-effector. (3)
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Laboratory Unit Operation (LUO)
The building blocks of laboratory-scale operations. Each LUO accomplishes a basic laboratory
operation, such as weighing, grinding, conditioning, liquid handling, separating, etc. LUOs are
combined in different patterns to process a sample. A particular LUO may use a workstation,
such as a liquid handling station or a balance, and the sample may be moved from workstation to
workstation.
LAN see Local Area Network
Layer
In network architecture, a group of services, functions and protocols that is complete from a
conceptual point of view, that is one out of a set of hierarchically arranged groups, and that
extends across all systems that conform to the network architecture. See figure below for an
example. (35)
Open System A
Presentation&

Open System B

-----------

The Seven-Layer Reference Model for
Open Systems Interconnection Architecture

Limiting Load
The maximum load stated by the manufacturer which can be applied to the mechanical interface
without any damage or failure to the robot mechanism under restricted operating conditions. (39)
LIMS
Laboratory Information Management System: a computerized system designed to provide on-line
information about the samples analyzed in a laboratory. Informationprovided may include the
current location of each sample in the laboratory, the method and status of each analysis, and
experimental data and calculated results. (Modified from reference 43)
Liquid Distribution Hand
An end-effector that is used for pipeting, manifolding, and remote distribution of liquids. (1)
Load
The force and/or torque at the mechanical interface which can be exerted along the various
directions of motion under specified conditions of velocity and acceleration. The load is a function
of mass, moment of inertia, and static and dynamic forces supported by the robot. (39)
Load Capacity see Payload
Load Deflection
1. The difference in position of some point in a body between a non-loaded and an externally
loaded condition.
2. The difference in position of a manipulator end-effector, usually with the arm extended, between
a non-loaded condition (other than gravity), and an externally loaded condition. Either or both
static and dynamic (inertial) loads may be considered. (5)
Local Area Network (LAN)
A communication system that connects a number of computers and their peripherals together to
allow information sharing.(1)
Loop
A programming concept where a sequence of commands is repeatedly executed until some predetermined condition is met.
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Manipulator
A machine, the mechanism of which usually consists of a series of segments, jointed or sliding,
relative to one another, for the purpose of grasping and/or moving objects usually in several
degrees of freedom. It may be controlled by an operator, a programmable electronic controller, or
any logic system. (Modified from reference 39)
Mechanical Interface
The mounting surface at the end of the articulated structure to which the end-effector is attached.
(39)
Modular Analytical Instrument
A n analytical instrument that exhibits the characteristics and behavior of a module. (Modified
from references 28,45)
Module
A n intelligent component that carries out well-defined tasks in a system. It has standardized
communicationsand system interfaces, allowing interchange of data, status information, and
material (if appropriate). It may be either a hardware or software entity, but it is designed to be
remotely controlled by another machine-not a human. It carries out its operations
autonomously, independent of its environment. Simple modules may be combined to form modules
of greater complexity or complete systems. (Modified from references 28,45)
Multichannel Pipette Hand
An end-effector that has multiple channels (usually eight) for automatically dispensing liquids,
typically used in ELISA (Enzyme Linked Immuno Suppressive Assay) assays.
Network
An arrangement of nodes and interconnecting branches. (35)
Network Architecture
The logical structure and the operating principles of a computer network. (35)
Normal Operating Conditions
The range of environmental conditions (e.g., temperature, humidity) and other parameters that may
influence robot or instrument perfomance (such as electrical supply instability, electromagnetic
fields, etc.) within which the performance of the robot or instrument specified by the manufacturer
is valid. (39)
Normal Operating State
The robot state in which the robot is executing its task program as intended. (39)

Off-Line Programming
The programming of robotic controllers and computers that involves the writing of task programs,
the running of simulations, and the collection and organization of data either away from the robot
or when it is not in operation.
On-Line Programming
Robotic programming that makes use of the manipulator. It utilizes the actual robot in order to
develop procedures and define the values of data items in a task program. One example of this
kind of programming is the record-playback method, which is dependent on an actual robot for
testing and demonstration. (Modified from reference 2)
Operating System
The software that controls and aids in the execution of programs within a computer. It handles
scheduling, debugging, I/O control, accounting, computations, storage assignments, and data
management. The operating system is usually loaded into random-access memory from disk or
tape, or stored permanently in read-only memory.
Operator
The person designated to start, monitor, and stop the intended productive operation of a robot or
robot system. A n operator may also interface with a robot for productive purposes. (41)
Optical Verification Sensor
A light source/photodetector combination used as an optical sensor to verify an event. (Modified
from reference 1)
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Overshoot
The degree to which a system response to a step change in reference input goes beyond the desired
value. (5)
Path
An ordered set of poses. (39)

Path Control
The control of point-to-point and continuous-path movements of a robot. This kind of control is
programmed and handled automatically. Also called Trajectory Control. (2)
Payload
The maximum total mass or weight that can be applied to the end of the robot arm without
sacrifice of any of the applicable published specifications of the robot. Also referred to as Load
Capacity. (5)
Pendant
A hand-held unit linked to the control system with which a robot can be programmed or moved.
Also referred to as Teach Pendant. (39)
Pitch
The up and down articulation of the robot's wrist. Wrist movement in the vertical plane. The
angular rotation of a moving body about an axis, which is perpendicular to its direction of motion
and in the same plane as its top side. (Modified from reference 2)
Playback Accuracy
1. The difference between a position command recorded in an automatic control system and that
actually produced at a later time when the recorded position is used to execute control.
2. The difference between actual position response of an automatic control system during a
programming or teaching run and that correspondingresponse in a subsequent run.(5)
Playback Robot
A robot that can repeat a task program which is entered through teach programming. 139)
Pneumatic Robot
A robot containing a pneumatic drive mechanism. (1)
Polar Coordinate System see Spherical Coordinate System
Port
An inlet or outlet interface connection point of a module used for the interchange of material or

information. (Modified from reference 45)
Pose
A combination of position and orientation in space. (39)
Pose-To-Pose Control
A control scheme whereby the inputs or commands specify only a limited number of points along a
desired path of motion. The control system determines the intervening path segments. A system in
which controlled motion is required only to reach a given end point, with no path control during the
transition from one end point to the next. Also known as Point-to-Point Control.
Positioning Accuracy see Repeatability
Power and Event Control Module
A module that provides programmable control of other laboratory apparatus. Switch closures,
input sensors, controlled alternating current (AC)power outlets, analog/digital converters, and an
external direct current QX)
power supply may be provided. (Modified from reference 1)
Precision (in Robotics)
Relative to a method of testing, precision is the degree of mutual agreement among individual
measurements made under prescribed conditions. See also Accuracy. (Modified from reference
20)
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Product Data Representation and Exchange
Standard form for the unambiguous representation and exchange of computer-interpretable
product information throughout the life of a product, independent of any particular computer
system. The nature of the description makes it suitable for neutral file exchange, a basis for
implementing and sharing product databases, and archiving. The standard is comprised of several
parts: description methods, integrated resources, application protocols, abstract test suites,
implementation methods, and conformance testing. Also referred to as STEP. (47)
Programming
The procedure involved in the generation of robotic algorithms and data, the preparation of
programs, and the analysis, problem solving, and logic needed to control a robot. In robotic
programming, the programs are dedicated to the control of motors and sensors. They make use of
machine language and symbolic code, sometimes shifting between the two for the maintenance of
speed and critical operations. (Modified from reference 2)
Proximity Sensor
A sensor that determines the presence, position, or distance of an object. Proximity sensors work
on the principles of triangulation of reflected light, elapsed time for reflected sound, intensity of
induced eddy currents, magnetic fields, back pressure from air jets, or other methods.
Rack Indexing
The ability to define and access all positions in any rectangular array or rack by teaching a few
positions.
Range
Maximum distance an arm or wrist can travel; the scope or extent of the travel. (2)
Real-Time
Pertaining to computation or data collection performed in synchronizationwith the related
physical process. (Modified from reference 5)
Record-Playback Robot see Playback Robot
Rectangular Coordinate System
Same as Cartesian Coordinate System, but applied to points in a plane. See also Cartesian
Coordinate System.
Rectilinear
Straight line motion. Moving in sliding motions or along a channel. (2)
Recursive
The process by which previous steps in a procedure influence those that follow. (2)
Redundancy
Replication of information or devices in order to improve reliability. (Modified from reference 5).
Relative Coordinate System
A coordinate system whose origin moves relative to fixed coordinates. (5)
Relative Location
A location in the robot's work envelope that is relative to some other robot location, frequently an
absolute location.
Reliability
1. The probability that a device will function without failure over a specified time period or
amount of usage. (5)
2. Reproducibility of required functions. A qualitative combination of accuracy and precision.
Remote Dispensing Nozzle
A movable nozzle that the robot can manipulate to dispense liquids at remote locations. This also
refers to a fixed dispensing nozzle to which the robot moves the containers for the addition of
liquids.
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Repeatability (in Robotics)
The ability of a robot to reposition itself at a spot to which it is sent or trained to stop. Also called
positioning accuracy, it is normally considered a tolerance about a position. Similar in concept to
accuracy, it is a different performance characteristic in that it also concerns itself with resolution,
the inaccuracies of components, and arbitrary target positions. It is affected by resolution,
hysteresis, and inaccuracies in components such as linkages, gears, and beam deflections. As with
the capacity of a robot to return to a previously designated position, it describes the positional
error of the end-effector when it automatically returns to a previously designated point. It is thus a
finer measure of performance than is accuracy. (Modified from reference 2)
Resolution
A function of a robot's control system, resolution specifies the smallest increment of motion by
which the system can divide the work envelope. This is either a function of the smallest increment
in position that the controller can command or the smallest incremental change in position that the
controller can distinguish. Also referred to as Spatial Resolution. (2)

Joint Motion
End-effector

IIFirst Joint
Position

iccuracy
Resolution

-

Adjacent Joint
Position

Resolution
Response Time
The period of time that lapses from the moment an order to start a robotic operation is given and
the moment the actual operation begins. This takes into account data transmission and reception,
memory access time, and computer processing. (2)
Revolute Robot see Jointed-ArmRobot
Robot
An automatically controlled, reprogrammable, multi-purpose, manipulative machine with several
degrees of freedom, which may be either fixed in place or mobile for use in automation
applications. (21)
Robot Controller see Controller
Robot System
A robot system includes:
the robot (hardware and software) consisting of the manipulator whether mobile or not;
power supply and control system;
the end-effector(s);
any equipment, devices, or sensors required for the robot to perfom its task;
any communication interface that is operating and monitoring the robot, equipment, or
sensors, as far as these peripheral devices are supervised by the robot control system.
(39)
Robotic Classification
A means of identifying the types of robots. It can be based on physical characteristics such as
hardware construction, degrees of freedom, coordinate systems, and level of sophistication and
technology. (2)
Robotics
The theory and practice of automating tasks being done by humans. This is identified by the
interaction of a robot or robotic device and an object. This term comes from the Czech word
"robota",which means work or servant. (2)
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Roll
The circular motion of the robot wrist in a plane perpendicular to the end of the robot arm.
RS-232-C; 422; 423; 449
Electronics Industries Association Recommended Standards for interconnection of peripheral
devices to computers. RS-232C, issued in 1969, is the most widely used standard specification
for the interface between data terminal equipment and data circuit-terminating equipment that
makes use of serial binary data interchange over unbalanced lines. It specifies a maximum range of
12.1 meters, a maximum speed of 20000 baud. RS-422 specifies the electrical aspects for
wideband communications over balanced lines at data rates up to 10 million bits per second. RS423 calls for the same for unbalanced lines at rates up to 1OOOOO bits per second. RS-449 defines
the mechanical specificationsfor connectors and the functions of each circuit. It takes advantage
of recent advances in integrated circuit design, reduces cross talk between interchange circuits,
permits greater distances between equipment, and allows even higher data signaling rates: 2 million
bits per second. In specifying the functional and mechanical aspects of interfaces, it allows
connectors that have 37 pins or 9 pins, instead of a single 25-pin connector commonly used with
Rs-232-C. (Modified from reference 2)
Sensor
A device that measures some property (e.g., receives a stimulus) of the real world and informs (e.g.,
responds to),its system about the result of the measurement. The lack of a sensor implies a lack of
input to the system about the property in question. The sensor is a subsystem for gaining
information about the real world. A sensor includes the transducer and the transmitter as part of
its design. (23)
Sensory Control
A control scheme whereby the robot motion or force is adjusted in accordance with outputs of
external sensors. (39)
Serial Processing
Processing several samples through a procedure simultaneously. At any given moment each sample
will be in a different stage of the procedure. Serial processing allows uniform sample history,
maximizes hardware utilization, and minimizes hardware capacity requirements. In contrast to
Batch Processing.
ServocontrolledRobot
A robot driven by servomechanisms. Such a robot is capable of stopping at or moving through a
practically unlimited number of points in executing a programmed trajectory. (Modified from
reference 5)
Servomechanism
An automatic control mechanism consisting of a device driven by a signal that is a function of the
difference between commanded position and/or rate, and measured actual position and/or rate.
(Modified from reference 5)
Shoulder
The joint, or pair of joints, that connect the arm to the base. (5)
Slide
A type of articulation in a robot; a translational degree of freedom. (2)
Software
1. Intellectual creation comprising the programs, procedures, rules, and any associated
documentation pertaining to the operation of a data processing system. (31)
2. The programs and attendant information needed to run a computer or robot; programs are run
on a computer or by a controller. The software can be supplied in full or be open-ended, i.e., the
user can write his own sequences and applications programs. (Modified from reference 2)
Solenoid
A n electromagnetwith a movable core, or plunger, that, when energized, can move a small

mechanical part a short distance. Often used to activate valves. (Modified from reference 5)
Spatial Resolution see Resolution
Speed see Velocity
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Spherical Coordinate Robot
A robot, the manipulator degrees of freedom of which are defined primarily by spherical
coordinates. (Modified from reference 5)
Spherical Coordinate System
A coordinate system where two dimensions are angles, and the third is the linear distance from the
point of origin. These three coordinates specify a point on a sphere. Also referred to as a Polar
Coordinate System. (Modified from reference 5)

Indicated

Spherical Coordinate System

Stability
A major and critical property of a robot. The stable nature at the end-effector. The lack of
oscillation or undesired motion about any robotic axis.
Static
Refers to a state in which a quantity does not change appreciably within an arbitrarily long time
interval. (5)
Static Compliance
The maximum amount of displacement per unit of load applied to the mechanical interface. (39)
STEP see Product Data Representation and Exchange
Stop-Point
Command pose (taught or programmed) which shall be attained by the axes of the robot with a
velocity command equal to zero and no deviation in positioning. (39)

Subroutine
A computer program portion which perfoms a secondary or repeated function, such as printing or
sorting. A subroutine is executed repeatedly as required by the main program. (5)
Syringe Hand
An end-effector that has a motordriven syringe attached for the transfer of liquids. Often used in

conjunction with pipeting operations. (Modified from reference 1)
System
Equipment that as a group forms a whole. A group of devices that form a network for a common
purpose or for a common distribution method. Four attributes are associated with a system: the
number of units that make up the whole, the relationship among the units, the objective or goal of
the system, and its adaptability to the environment. (Modified from reference 2)
Systems Engineering
The technique of optimizing the design, installation, and execution of large-scale systems. Makes
use of scientific laws and empirical rules. (2)
Tactile Sensor
A sensor that is sensitive to touch. Associated usually with the end-effector of the robot which
senses contact with an object. Classified into touch and stress types, this sensor may be a
microswitch, strain gage, or other conductive device. (Modified from reference 2)
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Task Program
The set of instructions for motion and auxiliary functions that define the specific intended task of
the robot system. This type of program is normally generated by the user. (39)
Teach
To move a robot to or through a series of points that are stored in the robot controller for the robot
to perform its intended task. (Modified from reference 5)
Teach Pendant see Pendant
Teach Programming
Programming performed by:
manually leading the robot end-effector; or
manually leading a mechanical simulating device; or
using a pendant to move the robot through the desired actions. (39)
Terminal
1. Any fitting attached to a circuit or device for convenience in making electrical connections.
2. An interface device containing a cathode ray tube and a keyboard, for communicating with a
computer or robot controller. (5)
Time Out
An event that occurs at the end of a predetermined period of time that began at the occurrence of
another specified event. (33)
Tolerance
A specified allowance for error from a desired or measured quantity. (5)
Top-Down Design
The development of software for robots in stages or increments, from the highest level to the
lowest, and from the general to the particular. Its aim is the creation of logical design that can then
be implemented by structured programming. Top-down design is a formal mechanism for breaking
complex process designs into functional descriptions, for reviewing progress, and for allowing
modifications. (2)
Trajectory
A path in time. (39)
Trajectory Control see Path Control
Transducer
A transducer converts input energy in one form to output energy of another. The transducer is a
component of a sensor. (23)
Velocity
Distance traveled in a specified amount of time: v =dr/dt. The rate at which the end of the robot
arm reaches its positions. The rate at which a gripper grasps an object. The linear and angular rate
at which a joint moves, related to the torque and mass. (Modified from reference 2)
Work Envelope
The set of points that represents the maximum extent and reach of a robot's wrist. It excludes the
end-effectorbecause manufacturers cannot predict the shape or size of end-effector eventually
used by the robot. The envelope can be rectangular, cylindrical, spherical, or irregular. Shapes are
determined by the length of the robot's links and the arrangement of the joints. Any envelope has
three parameters associated with it: the horizontal arm sweep or the degrees of rotation about the
center, the vertical motion of the arm, and the radial extension of the arm as measured from the
center axis. (Modified from reference 2)
Workstation
An apparatus that performs some automated function or with which a laboratory unit operation is
performed.
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wrist
The set of rotary joints to which a robot's end-effector is attached. It may exhibit compliance (can
be used with many different endeffectors), overload protection, and strength. (Modified from
reference 2)

Typical Wrlst Articulation

Yaw

The side-to-side rotary motion of the robot wrist which is perpendicular to the line of motion and
the top side of the wrist. (Modified from reference 5)
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